
YOUR TIME IS MONEY
W E  H E L P  YO U  M A N A G E  I T  B E S T

RECORD. REGULATE. REPORT.
TIME



Ineffective reporting →No actionable insight 

Incorrect entries  →multiple corrections

Rigid workflow →Delayed approvals, payroll

Multi-locations →Heavy maintenance

Complex approvals, scheduling  → Time lost 

Incorrect time → Incorrect payroll

Time theft, Buddy punching →High operating cost

Multi-system quagmire → Repulsive to growth

No calendar view → terrible time off planning 

Challenges seen 
in today’s 

TIME SYSTEMS

THE TIME SYSTEM NOT ONLY TRACKS TIME 

BUT DRIVES WORKFORCE INSIGHTS TOO

One scalable system → It grows with you

Pre-configured →Global launch ready

On time data  →Get paid faster

Tight integration →Accurate, automated input

One-click approvals →More strategic time

Calendars, dashboards→ Planned time off

Flexi-workflow →Quick, on time data

Inbuilt controls and checkpoints → Leave time theft behind 

Single global system → Low touch maintenance

Advanced reporting & analytics →God tier insight

AT



This is Stuart. He efficiently
manages a busy team of 10 with
multiple projects at hand
efficiently. With Neeyamo Time
system he knows his team’s work
time and can precisely map
requirements to the right
resource.

Stuart has identified 40 excessive
hours of available team work per
week that he invests into
enhancing productivity. The
system notifies him prior to
paytime and he ensures accurate
time data with easy
regularization approvals and
delegations. The best part is, with
a system that is accessible
wherever he goes, he can do this
at the comfort of his available
time.

Say hello to Karen. She is one
employee who lives out of a
plane and her work takes her
across the globe. Despite this, she
has always got accurate salary
on pay day.

The Neeyamo time system
automatically adapts to her
location and time zone making
time regularization a breeze.
Karen can update her time
information with her mobile on
the go and ensure she uses her
office timings effectively for more
productive work.

WORKING ITS MAGIC 



Ask for a Solution Demo.

twitter.com/neeyamo LinkedIn.com/company/neeyamo facebook.com/neeyamo

Explore more impactful

USER EXPERIENCES 
from

India . Philippines . Mexico . Poland . Egypt

Call: +1-888-9-NEEYAM

Email: irene.jones@neeyamo.com

Website: www.neeyamo.com

TIME

Hong Kong . Singapore . Netherlands . United Kingdom . USA . China . South Korea . Canada . Japan . Taiwan . Australia . Bolivia . 

Brazil . Germany . Malaysia . UAE . Denmark . Argentina . Norway . Ireland . Vietnam . France . Sweden . Italy . South Africa

http://www.twitter.com/neeyamo
http://www.linkedin.com/company/neeyamo
http://www.facebook.com/neeyamo

